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The electron density of activated carbons shows heterogeneity in the colloidal

range, therefore these materials possess very strong SAXS. The primary structural

parameter generally obtained from SAXS results is the Guinier radius, which can

only be calculated and interpreted under strict conditions. The deviation from the

linear "so called" Guinier plot is due to the heterodisperse particles: In the literature

there are some methods to obtain the distribution of the Guinier radii. The average

size of the pores and the matrix units and also the specific surface area can be derived

from the moments of the scattering curves on less strict conditions. The fundamental

structural units are the more or less ordered graphite-like crystallites. The size of the

crystallites and that of the pores, formed between the crystallites during the

activation, are interrelated and very often show similar values. Based on adsorption

measurements, small angle scattering, image analysis, scanning electron microscopy,

porosimetry, etc. it can be stated, that the activated carbons are fractals.

SAXS is an excellent method to determine the fractal dimensions. Both the

surface and mass fractal dimensions can be computed from the scattering data.

Generally, there is no correlation between the value of the specific surface area and

the surface fractal dimension. The observation of the mass fractal dimension by

SAXS is unambiguous, as the linear section in the log - log plot are extended to more

than one order of magnitude in the medial range of logarithm of the scattering

variable. Therefore we have focused on this parameter. We have intended to reveal

what kind of structural change is connected to the decrease of the mass fractal

dimension observed on the heat-treated activated carbons. The basic ideas of our

model calculations are as follows: i) the tunnelling and atomic force microscopy

reveal that this type of active carbon consists of spherical units ii) the size

distribution of these units can be determined. Comparing calculated theoretical and

measured SAXS curves we can explore the changes of the carbon matrix which are

manifested by the changes in the mass fractal dimension.

In the description of the matrix structure we have used a hard core

approximation. We supposed a structural unit consisting of compact spheres with

three different radii (Fig. 1). The unit always consists of one big sphere, six medium

and 1 0 - 1 2 small ones. The coverage of reality of this unit is that the activation

agent burns off the units of the matrix from outside, therefore the shell region

consists of mainly small crystallites and the centre remains compact. We have chosen
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a real Maxwellian distribution of the Guinier radii. This selection does not affect the

essence of the model calculations.

Fig.l Structure unit of activated carbon

It is quite easy to create a regular unit, but if we want to get closer to reality

we shall use an irregular unit, which is more complicated to construct. First we put

down the big sphere, than we randomly generate two angles and put a medial sphere

on the surface of the big one in a position determined by the two angles. We repeat

this process - putting the medial spheres onto the big one and the small spheres onto

the medial ones - until the unit is ready. The position of the next unit is determined

also by two randomly generated angles and a constant distance .

To simulate the effects of heat treatment we varied the above-mentioned

characteristic parameters. In some cases we limited the asimut angle between two

angles to get a quasilinear structure. If we give a constant value of 90 degrees to this

angle we create a planar pattern. The other way of modelling the decrease in the mass

fractal dimension is to allow only discrete values to the other angle. The distance

between two units is also an important parameter which effects the slope of the

computed SAXS curve.

A grain of the activated carbon was built up from hundreds of units. Each unit

has such sizes of the three spheres which fulfil the requirements, namely their

volumes correspond to the given Maxweilian size distribution. For the unoriented

case the scattering intensity of this system can be calculated by :
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where n is the number of grains and Ij(h) is the scattering of each grain with different

construction. The latter is given by the following equation:

i=k i=k i=k

Ii(h) = S f2i + I 2 f; fj sin (hry) / hry ,

where k is the total number of spheres in a grain, r,j is the distance between two

spheres positioned at r; and Tj, and fj is the scattering factor of each sphere. The fs
factor is corresponding to the hard core.

Applying different constructions of spheres we would like to know how

changes in the constructions affect the shape of the scattering curves in the medial

range of the scattering variable (-1.7 - -0.7 in logarithmic h). The crystallites can be

joined together by the heat treatment during which some polyhexagonal plains of the

different crystallites grow together. This fact can be considered in the simulations. In

the simulated SAXS curves the absolute values of the slopes increase as the grains

change from planar extended loose form to three dimensionally extended compact

form seen in Fig. 2. The same values can be obtained from the SAXS curves detected

on real systems. Comparing the theoretical and measured curves, we can conclude

that the decrase of the mass fractal dimension is connected with the formation of the

non three-dimensional grains contening oriented connections between the structural

SAXS fractal analysis of t$a activated carbohsVgives very useful

information about the structural changes of the carbon skeleton. From the fact, that

the sequence of the activation and the heat treatment affect the fractal behaviours
rf~ 'K'flaws

T \ more drasticallly than the particle size distribution of the structural units, ws=ean

° J \ rnnrlnftr that all changes in the pore and matrix structure may reduce principally to

the bonding of the crystallite units.
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Fig. 2 The absolute values of the slopes of the simulated SAXS curves increase as

the grains change from planar extended loose form to three dimensionally extended

compact form
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